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‘That All Her Increase Shall Be Free’:
enslaved women’s bodies and the
Maryland 1809 Law of Manumission
Jessica Millward

This article investigates the relationship between manumission laws and enslaved
women’s bodies in Maryland, USA. The point of departure is the 1809 ‘Act to Ascertain
and Declare the Condition of Such Issue as may hereafter be born of Negro or Mulatto
Female Slaves,’ which minimized age requirements for freeing enslaved children. If the
status of living or future children was not established at the time the manumission
document for the mother was presented in court, then any such children were to
remain in bondage. As this article argues, the 1809 law represented what lawmakers,
slaveholders, and bondpeople already knew—that freedom, like enslavement, was tied
to a bondwoman’s womb. By investigating apprenticeship records, legal statutes, man-
umission documents, and African American petitions for freedom, this article argues
that the deployment of black women’s bodies within the law challenged, extended,
and defined definitions of freedom in the decades leading up to the Civil War.

In the USA in November 1809 the Maryland state legislature introduced into law
what they believed to be a solution to persistent petitions from bondpeople who
cited their mothers’ free or manumitted status as justification for their own release
from bondage.1 The ‘Act to ascertain and declare the condition of such Issue as
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may hereafter be born of Negro or Mulatto Female Slaves’ allowed planters to
determine the status of any living or future child born to bondwomen to whom
they promised freedom.2 If declarations of the status of future children were
not made at the time the document was presented in court, ‘then the state and
condition of such issue shall be that of a slave.’3 Presented a year after the
United States Constitution outlawed participation in the international slave
trade, the 1809 law reconciled two opposing yet interrelated facts. The first is
that the existence and expansion of the Southern slave system depended upon
the reproductive labor of bondwomen.4 The second is that the propensity of
Maryland owners towards manumission tended in the direction of the disman-
tling of the slave state without actually doing so. By passing the 1809 law, legis-
lators attempted to supersede the ability of manumitted women to produce
‘free’ people by closing avenues to freedom based on the mother’s status. In
doing so, legislators, many of whom also owned bondpeople, reaffirmed the
power of slaveholders to assert dominion over their property. Moreover, the
1809 law represented what lawmakers, slaveholders, and bondpeople already
knew—that freedom, like enslavement, was tied to a bondwoman’s womb.

Discussions of enslaved women’s interactions with the legal apparatus have
received increased attention in recent years, as evidenced in the growing body
of literature dedicated to the influence of enslaved persons on the construction
of law, freedom petitions affecting manumission, and petitions filed with the
Southern claims commission during Reconstruction.5 Emerging from these dialo-
gues is awareness that the experiences of manumitted and emancipated women are
equally important to understanding the enslaved experience. Read another way,
understanding slavery also means understanding freedom. Camillia Cowling’s
work on Cuba, for example, shows that manumitted women were pivotal in the
transition from a slave to a free society.6 Manumitted women in cities such as Bal-
timore, Charleston, and New Orleans hastened the US South’s transition into
quasi-free societies.7 As Loren Schweninger’s research attests, women were manu-
mitted in greater numbers than their male counterparts, they represented a larger
portion of the free black population, and they controlled a significant percentage
of the black wealth.8 The trend to manumit more women than men stemmed from
planters attaching a higher value to the physical labor of bondmen when compared
to that of bondwomen.9 Enslaved women acquired freedom by petitioning for it,
by negotiating for it, and by buying it.10 Access to manumission allowed enslaved
women to move the boundaries of freedom in terms of the law, their communities,
their families, their work, and even their own bodies.11

This article addresses the intersection of the black woman’s reproductive body
and the judicial body of the courts to show how the deployment of black women’s
bodies within the law challenged, extended, and subsequently defined freedom in
the decades leading up to the Civil War. This argument is buttressed by research on
records of African American petitions for freedom; apprenticeship records; legal
statutes; and manumission documents. To put the gendering of manumission
into perspective, this study first provides an overview of manumission law in
Maryland. Second, African American freedom petitions are discussed to illustrate
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how bondwomen and their descendants used the courts to secure freedom during
the first half of the nineteenth century. Third, the implications of the 1809 law for
black women and their families are explored. As this article documents, the repro-
ductive potential of bondwomen, i.e., their ‘increase’ was central to both enslave-
ment and manumission alike. Moreover, scholars such as John Hope Franklin and
Ira Berlin suggest that policies regarding the free black population in Baltimore
during the first half of the nineteenth century foreshadowed how the federal gov-
ernment would deal with emancipated persons in the wake of the Civil War. Build-
ing upon this argument, this article reveals that the recorded experiences of
manumitted women and their families as well as the legal debates about the man-
umission process converged with hysteria about a growing free black population,
to lay the foundations for later dialogues about race, women, and social welfare.12

Laws of Manumission and Increase

The articulation of the relationship between manumission and the status of chil-
dren born to enslaved women in the 1809 law was not a response to a new
problem. Rather, the 1809 law encapsulated a nearly 150-year history of the expan-
sion and contraction of freedom for persons of African descent.13 During the colo-
nial period, manumission laws were responses to the gender imbalance between
men and women of European descent. Read more concretely, manumission pro-
vided fathers—but not mothers—of biracial children the means to free their off-
spring.14 Owners were allowed to free bondpeople (many of whom may have been
their own children) so long as the individual was under the age of forty-five,
healthy, and able to work.15 The emphasis on freeing self-sustaining persons
worked to assure the larger society that freed blacks would not be dependent
upon county resources for support.

Before the American Revolution (1775–1783), Maryland was second only to
Virginia in the size of its enslaved population. During the Revolutionary era, man-
umission laws fell in step with equalitarian rhetoric that slavery was not only ‘con-
trary to the word of God,’ but also contrary to the ‘unalienable right of mankind.’16

Following the war, manumissions rose in Maryland for a range of reasons: (1) the
influence of anti-slavery religious denominations; (2) the sincere appeal of egali-
tarian theology; (3) the decreasing profitability of slavery as a source of labor; (4)
changing county laws; (5) individual slaves’ personal (and at times sexual)
relationships with planters; and (6) individuals’ negotiations for their own
freedom.17 Nowhere was the growth of the free black population more apparent
than in the city of Baltimore. In the decades leading up to the Civil War, the
free black population in the city multiplied nearly twentyfold.18

Manumitted persons benefited from a changing social, political, and economic
milieu that contributed to the willingness of planters to free their human property.
As T. Stephen Whitman notes, between 1770 and 1860 some 45,000 men, women,
and children were manumitted from slavery in Maryland.19 The inclination of
planters to manumit their slaves tended to be counterbalanced by the fear of legis-
lators that a free black population would be a drain on state resources. In 1790 the
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state of Maryland passed ‘An Act Related to Freeing Slaves by Will or Testament.’
The act stated:

Provided always, that no manumission hereafter to be made by last will and tes-
tament, shall be effectual to give freedom to any slave or slaves, if the same shall
be in prejudice of creditors, nor unless the said slave or slaves shall be not
exceeding the age of fifty years, and able to work and gain a sufficient mainten-
ance and livelihood, at the time the freedom to be given by last will and testa-
ment shall be intended to commence.20

Planters were rarely punished for freeing bondpeople who did not fit the criteria of age
and self-sufficiency. Manumitted persons, however, faced potential re-enslavement if
they could not provide for themselves. This provision was designed to prevent an
impoverished black population from drawing too heavily on an already financially
burdened county system.21

The 1790 law did not explicitly list women, nor did it speak of children.
However, it held particular implications for gendered notions of responsibility.
Planters often made provisions that enslaved women’s ‘increase shall be free.’22

It was assumed that mothers would be responsible for providing sufficient liveli-
hood for their children. In some cases, freedom was awarded to mothers and their
children on the condition that the children were placed in apprenticeships.

By the nineteenth century, manumission in the state of Maryland served as a
response to the recurring cycles of economic instability resulting from the
switch from tobacco—a soil-depleting crop—to wheat cultivation and the conse-
quent decline in need for a year-round chattel labor force. Planters’ continued
reliance on enslaved labor, albeit seasonal, meant that enslavement and manumis-
sion developed almost simultaneously in Maryland and continued on an uneasy
course, each threatening to but never quite succeeding in eclipsing the other.

The 1809 law pushed into the public forum the well-known fact that the birth of a
child to an enslaved mother was a public manifestation of an owner’s wealth in human
property.23 Slave owners were keenly aware that enslaved women might conceive chil-
dren after they were promised freedom but before they were actually released from
bondage. Freeing one’s enslaved woman also meant measuring the potential of
future labor against the loss of the physical and reproductive labor of both mother
and child. Indeed, T. Stephen Whitman suggests that the majority of young girls
promised freedom lived as slaves well past the onset of their childbearing years.24

The 1809 law’s emphasis on the ‘slave’ status of the children of manumitted
women effectively prolonged enslavement for another generation of African
Americans.25 Gradual emancipation of children often meant that enslaved chil-
dren remained under the control of their mothers’ masters until they reached
adulthood.26 In this system of ‘post-nati’ service, owners promised freedom to
children but waited until a time when either they profited little from a child’s
labor or until the child reached an age of self-sufficiency. A substantial proportion
of antebellum Baltimore’s free black population were born as slaves and gained
their freedom as young or middle-aged adults.27 Thus, the goal of the 1809 law
was not to expand freedom through the manumission of bondwomen; rather,
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as T. Stephen Whitman argues, it was to constrict it by allowing planters to deter-
mine the post-nati status of slave children.28

The 1809 law also served as an effective form of social control. Laws governing
both slavery and manumission held particular consequences for African American
women and their families. The side effects of manumission produced trauma and
discord in the family lives of African Americans as some members were freed and
others remained in bondage. Mothers were freed while their children remained in
bondage. Husbands were freed while their wives never experienced a day outside of
bondage. From a twenty-first-century perspective, it appears that the conditions of
manumission reflected a fear of the influence of intact free black families in Mary-
land society. It is much more likely, however, that the laws of slavery upheld the
notion that African Americans did not deserve, much less wanted, a stable
nuclear family.29 Nevertheless, many bonded couples and families struggled to
maintain their marriages and sense of family and kin.

Consider the case of Betsey and John, an enslaved couple in Frederick County,
Maryland. They were granted freedom by their owner’s will and testament in 1828.
Additionally, ‘any issue of her body’ was to be freed as well—provided that the
family ‘leaves the United States.’30 The decision to free the couple only under
the condition they emigrate was undoubtedly directed in part by the fact that
many of the Maryland elite were also active in campaigns to resettle blacks in
Liberia.31 Not every manumission was as drastic as this, but the example of this
family underscored how even the promise of freedom had the potential to
break up families.

The history of manumission laws reveals the critical interplay among reproduc-
tion, family, and power. Though the 1809 law restricted access to freedom for
future generations, it did not diminish the efforts of African American women
and their descendants to use legal and extralegal measures to access freedom. As
will be discussed in the following section, African American women and their des-
cendants capitalized on legal loopholes and their relationships with their owners
to shape their own legal destinies—and those of their progeny.

The Routes to Freedom: petition, negotiation, and purchase

Manumission from slavery stemmed from a range of courses. Planters initiated
some acts of manumission while others were motivated by the proactive measures
of Africans and African Americans. More so than any other factor, the egalitarian
sentiment of the American Revolution facilitated the ability of enslaved Africans
and African Americans to legally petition for their freedom. Ira Berlin suggests
that following the American Revolution, state legislatures were ‘flooded’ with peti-
tions for freedom from African Americans.32 African American petitions in Mary-
land support this point. In the ten years leading up to and during the American
Revolution one petition was filed.33 In the twenty years following the American
Revolution twenty petitions for freedom were filed in Maryland courts.34 The
majority of these were brought after 1786, when African Americans were
allowed to bring freedom suits based on their descent from a white woman. As
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much as the American Revolution represented an expansion of freedom, there
were also moments when opportunities narrowed, such as in 1796, when black tes-
timony was ruled inadmissible in freedom suits.35

Establishing the mother’s ‘free’ status was but the first step in a successful suit.
The second step required the court to determine if the person filing the petition
should be freed. Enslaved African Americans who petitioned for freedom based
on their mother’s status often had a more compelling case if they could prove
that their mother resided in a free state or a free country prior to their birth.
The more celebrated cases in Maryland also reveal that manumission was more
likely to be granted if one could cite a white, Indian, or non-American black
woman as one’s mother.36 Descendants of Eleanor Butler, an Irish immigrant,
and ‘Negro Charles,’ an enslaved man, petitioned for their freedom in Maryland
courts on the basis that they were descended from a white woman.37

Wherever the right to petition was legal, it stood as a challenge to laws meant to
uphold slavery.38 However, one of Maryland’s most famous cases also reveals just
how challenging it was to bring a petition. Presented in 1797 and decided in 1802,
Charles Mahoney petitioned for his freedom on the grounds that he was des-
cended from Ann Joice. Joice was brought from Barbados to Maryland as an
indentured servant in the late seventeenth century. Lawyers argued that Joice
may have been taken to England during her period of service, and thus neither
she nor her descendants could have been slaves. There was good precedent for
this assumption. In 1772, in the case James Somerset v. Charles Stewart, it was
determined that it was unlawful to forcibly bring a slave into England. The impli-
cations of this case contributed to the abolition of slavery in England, and the
emancipation of bondpeople in all the larger British Empire as the nineteenth
century progressed.39 Hoping to benefit from the Somerset precedent, the
defense maintained that traveling to England effectively rendered Joice ‘free.’40

The court did not grant Mahoney his freedom, but as Edward Papenfuse notes,
Mahoney’s case drew Maryland into a larger transatlantic debate about lineage,
liberty, and the abolition of the slave trade.41 Following this case, many other
bondpeople belonging to the largest slave-holding families in Maryland petitioned
for manumission on the grounds that they had been born to free women.42

By the time the 1809 law was passed, planters were aware that the only legal way
they could obtain new slaves was through the reproduction labors of their enslaved
female population; the decision to manumit a bondwoman thus had even more
economic significance than it had had before 1808. Passage of the 1809 law did
not mean that petitions ceased. In fact, there was a 67% increase in petitions
filed in the ten years leading up to and following the passage of the law. For
example, Helen Catterall’s evidence produced in the early twentieth century
suggests that in the ten years prior to the 1809 law, six African Americans in Mary-
land filed freedom petitions.43 During the years 1810–20, ten did so. Loren Schwe-
ninger’s research reveals a similar trend. From 1799 to 1809, roughly twelve
freedom petitions were presented in Maryland county courts. Schweninger’s data-
base reveals that the numbers of those seeking freedom rose slightly in the ten years
after the passage of the law. From 1810 to 1820, seventeen petitions were filed.44
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The small absolute number of petitions should not minimize the importance of
these petitions. They represent an important part of the history of the interactions
of African Americans with the power structure in antebellum America—and the
fact that some petitions were successful gave hope and encouragement to bond-
people who had not yet made their bid for freedom.

The 1809 law did make it more difficult to petition for freedom, however. Peti-
tioners had to prove that their status as living children (or ‘increase’) was deli-
neated prior to their mother’s manumission. Such was the case of bondwoman
Lurena and her daughter Ellen. In 1810, Lurena was promised freedom at age
thirty in the last will and testament of her owner, Rezin Hammond.45 Additionally,
any children born to her were to be freed at age twenty-nine. Hammond’s heirs
failed to honor the wishes of the deceased and not only kept the mother and
child in bondage but sold them as well. In 1812, two years after the sale, Lurena
petitioned for and gained her freedom on the grounds that she was thirty years
old at the time of Rezin Hammond’s death. Ellen was awarded freedom as she
was born after the date of her mother’s promised emancipation.46 This case rep-
resents the complicated nature of manumission. Manumissions of women and
their children took various forms and often stretched across generations, under-
scoring that manumission was not easily negotiated, not easily won, and some-
times, even when legally won, not honored.47

Those petitioners whose status was not outlined in their mothers’ manumission
documents sometimes used the argument that their mother’s status as a slave was
illegal in the first place. Consider the case of the Ogleton family. In 1811, eighteen
descendants of Maria Ogleton submitted a petition to the Prince George’s County
court, claiming to be unlawfully detained in bondage by their owners.48 The courts
agreed with the petitioners. The Ogletons’ success could have been in part due to
the suggestion that Maria ventured first to England, and under the provisions of
British law would have technically been free. This case also suggests that some peti-
tions were more successful when blackness and the enslaved condition were dis-
junct. Ogleton reportedly did not look ‘black’; with her flowing black hair and
red skin, she was noted by the court to resemble indigenous persons, notably
the Arawaks from the eastern Caribbean.49 That she was ‘non-black’ or not specifi-
cally ‘African’ may have aided the case considerably. Read another way, if Cheryl
Harris’s assessment is correct, that ‘whiteness is property,’ and the proximity to
whiteness aided a freedom suit, then it is also equally fair to assume that a distan-
cing from ‘blackness,’ and perhaps more concretely a distancing from African
Americanness, aided those seeking freedom as well.50 In such cases, freedom peti-
tions underscored that the legalities of manumission were tied not only to enslaved
bodies but also to notions of inclusion and exclusion.

The 1831 rebellion of Nat Turner in Southampton, Virginia, produced tighter
restrictions on the lives of manumitted women and their kin. Laws quickly devel-
oped across the South calling for African Americans to relocate outside of the state
once freed. Maryland was no exception. Law dictated that manumitted persons
should possess a freedom certificate—and leave the state. These laws proved par-
ticularly painful for manumitted women whose children were enslaved. In 1833,
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recently manumitted Sophia Tydings petitioned the judges of the Anne Arundel
Orphans’ Court to be allowed to stay in the state of Maryland. She desired to
be close to her husband, who was free, and her ten children, who were still
enslaved.51 Pleading that she ‘still had an infant at her breast,’ Tydings successfully
evoked the image of a dutiful mother. Tydings was permitted to stay in the state
another twelve months.52 This case reveals that proximity to one’s family was
ever-present in the minds of manumitted women. As mothers, manumitted
women reminded planters and lawmakers that their familial responsibilities did
not cease when their own freedom commenced.

Although some cases equated access to freedom with a lineage that privileged
whiteness, non-blackness, or non-African-Americanness, there were other cases
in which black women tested their claims to the output of their corporeal
bodies against the corporal body of the law.53 Indeed, the claims-making
process involved a range of legal and extralegal interventions into the public
space. These interventions challenged the intent of the 1809 law to guarantee
the future of slavery through natural reproduction. The presence of African Amer-
ican women as both reproductive bodies and as litigants pressed against this legal
measure by demanding access to life beyond the lash of the owner’s whip.

Petitions to the courts represent but one way that enslaved women and their kin
gained their freedom. Much more murky and hidden are the petitions of enslaved
women directly to their owners, who had the power to free them simply by writing
a letter of manumission. Many women also petitioned the heirs of their owners
upon the death of the owner. They often petitioned for their husbands’ and chil-
dren’s freedom, as well.54 Such manumissions were often represented as ‘pur-
chases’ of freedom, with a fee paid by the slave to the owner or his heirs.
Manumission documents do not reveal the totality of the owner–slave relation-
ship but they do serve as a testament to the shrewd calculations of enslaved
women to negotiate freedom for themselves and their children.

Though paths to manumission varied, access to freedom in Maryland reaf-
firmed the central role of women’s reproductive labor. The ability to petition,
negotiate, or purchase one’s freedom based on the mother’s status reveals the cen-
trality of black women’s bodies within the law. The varied paths to manumission
continued to be linked to women’s reproductive capacities. For these reasons,
manumission in the wake of the 1809 law held particular importance for
African American women and their families.

Implications of the Maryland 1809 Law of Manumission

The 1809 law held three significant consequences for understanding how the black
woman’s body was deployed within the law. First, since the Act of 1809 is framed
entirely in terms of ‘women and their issue,’ the families of manumitted women
were not understood to include the fathers of the children. Thus, this framing
altered the definitions of household and family for manumitted women.
Second, the terms of the Act of 1809 often staggered the dates of manumission
for women and their children. Thus the responsibility for the children’s
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upbringing was often extended through the mother’s extended kinship networks.
Third, this shift in legal responsibility laid the foundation for future dialogues
about gender, race, and poverty. African American women responded to all
three consequences by drawing from the same support systems that aided them
in slavery, such as their extended kin networks, spiritual traditions, and cultural
survivals.55

There are only sparse examples of bondmen being freed with slave children;
enslaved women, by contrast, were often freed with at least one of their children.56

The legal emphasis on the enslaved woman’s womb reveals the ways in which
African American men were obscured from the family narrative by rendering
manumitted women as isolated from the men in their lives.57 In reality, some
free black men bought their wives’ freedom or were bought by their wives.58

Additionally, bondpeople remembered their fathers as crucial figures in their
lives.59 But planter emphasis on enslaved women’s ‘increase’ produced a raced
and gendered milieu that rendered African American women’s parental responsi-
bilities as distinct and separate from those of the men who fathered their children.
This singular notion of parenthood followed African American women from
slavery, through manumission, and into narratives about freedom.

The centralized role of biological reproduction also meant that black women were
designated as responsible, both de facto and de jure, for the support of their freed
children.60 Manumitted women were often freed on the condition that they ‘should
feed, clothe, support and maintain her said children and to keep and retain them in
her said possession.’61 That African American women were freed and held respon-
sible for their children is significant. This stipulation reveals that freedom from her-
editary racial slavery and notions of social responsibility in the early part of the
nineteenth century were implicitly intertwined. The interlocking of these concepts
was manifested in the development of local laws and notions of dependence and
independence, which underscored that, as with enslavement, manumission rested
upon the biological and social responsibilities of manumitted women.

The economies of slavery and manumission benefited from the extended kinship
relationships of African American women. This is particularly true for guardianship
arrangements for freed black children. When children were manumitted and their
parents remained in bondage, the children sometimes went to live with extended
family members who could provide for their daily maintenance. In September
1807, for example, Samuel Ridout made a provision to free James Ross, then the
two-year-old son of his slave Hannah Ross, when he reached the age of fifteen.
Although James would not be legally free until 1820, Ridout gave permission for
Phoebe Richardson, James’s grandmother and a free woman, to assume custody
of the child.62 Richardson then assumed the slaveholder’s economic responsibility
to provide for her quasi-free grandchild. Hannah Ross probably did not welcome
being separated from her son. However, as a mother, she must have understood
the advantage to her son in living a nominally free life with kin over staying with
her in the enslaved community. As a manumitted woman, Phoebe Richardson
was acutely aware that with freedom came the responsibility to provide for any of
her kin if and when they were freed.
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Shifting the responsibility of the maintenance of children from the slaveholder
while in bondage to the free black household also reduced the state’s responsibility
to provide for these children, many of whom would otherwise be dependent on
local resources for support. As can be seen, responsibility for manumitted black
youth fell disproportionately to black women. In a sense, being independent of
a slave owner’s care meant that African American women had to prove that
they were able to care for themselves and their dependants, demonstrating that
even freedom came with considerations about whether or not to consign one’s
labor or that of one’s children to someone else. If the women themselves could
not provide for their children, they often apprenticed their children to master arti-
sans so that they could learn a trade and avoid becoming wards of the almshouse.63

Codified notions of independence and dependence, thus, developed in an extre-
mely racialized and gendered manner and became part of developing discourses
on social responsibility.64

Conclusion

The history of slavery and manumission in Maryland was inevitably tied to the repro-
ductive labor of bondwomen. The 1809 law of manumission revealed concerns about
the status of bondwomen, their living children, and their unborn children. Thus,
manumission legislation dictating ‘that all her increase shall be free’ was a dual-
edged sword. It allowed planters to relieve themselves of the expenses associated
with maintaining individual slaves when the economy was lean. But it also provided
a mechanism for the planters to keep the children of manumitted women as insur-
ance, in case the economy called for enslaved labor in the future. For African Amer-
ican women and their children, the law could provide an opportunity to escape the
system of slavery. However, it was often a sword in the heart when the children
were in fact not freed, or when it meant separation from an enslaved husband.

The productive labor of the black woman’s body upheld the slave system, and
her reproductive labor provided for the continuance of the system. But bond-
women and their descendants took advantage of the language of the 1809 law
in ways that involved a range of legal and extralegal interventions into the
public space. These interventions challenged the intent of the 1809 law to guaran-
tee the future of slavery through natural reproduction. As the individuals who
were most responsible for their children’s welfare, manumitted women accepted
the challenges of freedom. Thus, in the decades leading up to the Civil War, it
was the women who labored for familial survival, legal personhood, and
freedom and who led the way in the development of a free black society in Mary-
land. They worked to ensure that they, their children, and their future generations
would enjoy a life outside of bondage.
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